
Minutes for Goal 4 
 
The committee for goal four met on Tuesday, November 12 via conference call. 
The meeting was called to order by Sierra Royster. Present for the meeting were Will Miller, 
Sandy McMillian, Deidre Dockery, Jennifer Overfield, KathleenBoate (the new bookkeeper for 
the SILC office). Kathleen was welcomed to the group.  
Deidre Dockery captured the minutes after the meeting had already begun and asked that all 
committee members review and submit edits as necessary.  
 
Kathleen will get the chart for tracking goal information. A chart was previously developed and 
presented sporadically to the finance committee. The chart documented the course of requests for 
part B funding from the DSU.  Sometimes the form would be sent back to the SILC for 
clarification, but the form tracked the amount of time a request took to be processed and payment 
received. 
Ping is the new chair of the finance committee. Sandy is no longer in this role, but will be 
providing training for Ping in this new role. Sandy will also remain a member of the finance 
committee. 

Goal 4.1b A sub-committee from the SILC identifies and reports annually on Best Practices from other 
states by reviewing other SPILs, contacting other SILCs, attending the SILC Congress, and reviewing other 
publicly-available information. 

Will will be talking with Ann McDaniels from West Virginia later today related to this goal, and 
he also met others CILS from NILC and APRIL conferences.  
A recommendation to establish a subcommittee for this committee with the goal to contact one 
other SILC per quarter is supported. If the goal is to contact one SILC per quarter, that will equal 
12 contacts for the three year period, which is reasonable.  
Will asked if this committee can be the subcommittee. Sandy responded that other people would 
like to  be on the committee like Gloria Bellamy, she likes participating in these types of 
activities.  
The committee agreed to contact one SILC per quarter and this can be done during conferences 
and reported back. The charge is to find out what the Best Practices are in other states.  
Does membership carry out this objective or does this committee do so? Will explained that this 
committee will monitor, review, and evaluate the process. 

Goal 4.1c The flow of Title VII, Part B funds (from RSA to the eventual Title VII, Part B contract 
recipients), shall be transparent, and an accounting of such funds shall be made available by the DSU to 
NC SILC on a monthly basis. 

Will and Keith wrote the above activity. The goal is to find out why there is a one year delay in receiving 
funds from the DSU after they have been requested. 

The committee will ask for information to understand the process. Once the form is created, the DSU 
can respond to it once a month.  



Sandy will clarify the hx of this activity, and merge it with the intent of the activity as written by Will and 
Keith.  

Will would like to know when funds are received, and what is the process the money goes through 
before it is sent to the SILCs.  

The charts will not track all the particulars of the information that is needed for this activity. Another 
standard document will be needed to track the details of the funds. This chart is just to document the 
request for the reports. Sandy will think about how to capture the information in the most effective 
way. What is the expected outcome of the process? The hope is to get a better understanding of why 
there is a one year delay. This will give an understanding of what is causing the delay which is very 
important. EXAMPLE: if the holdup is with VR, then omit VR from the process and contract directly with 
DHHS. Sandy stated that she hopes the meeting that is already in place with VR, DHHS, the Controller’s 
Office etc. will resolve the issues. If this happens then this activity will be completed.  

Objective 4.2: The NC SILC nonprofit office coordinates SPIL-related activities. 

Activities:  

•       The NC SILC holds quarterly meetings.  (Already being done) 

•       The NC SILC disseminates information. Already being disseminated?) 

•       When sufficient funds remain in a fiscal year, the NC SILC implements an annual IL 
summit to garner input and monitor implementation of the SPIL. (Last year we were not 
sure if the summit was going to happen because the SILC office was not reimbursed in a 
timely manner. It is hard to plan because of the way reimbursement is handled which 
creates a cash flow issue).  

The committee recommends starting to plan the IL summit in January 2014. This is similar to 
another state.  Last year the IL Summit was a collaborative effort and it will be again this 
year, an opportunity for people to work together. It was recommended that the 
committee start planning in advance so people can plan accordingly and if necessary 
look for sponsors so the program is self-sufficient with the goal being the summit is self-
sufficient.) Activities that the SILC sponsors has to be SILC related. 

•       The NC SILC maintains representation from youth with disabilities. (this is a charge from 
the membership committee) 

•       The NC SILC implements recruitment and membership procedures. 

•       For NC SILC succession planning, the membership committee identifies and 
recommends, on a continuous basis, at least three potential SILC nominees who 
meet the qualifications mandated in the Rehabilitation Act. (Will spoke on this 
before. The Goal 4 committee does not carry out this activity; it monitors, 
reviews, and evaluates the activity and whether SPIL objectives are being 
accomplished) 



The NC SILC provides orientation and training to new members, to include assignment of a mentor and 
training sessions in conjunction with NC SILC quarterly meetings. (This is what the membership 
committee does so this group is just monitoring, reviewing and evaluating.  

 

The question was asked how much money has been designated for goal four. We do not have goal level 
budget items. The budget is designated for general activities at approximately $192,000.  

Sandy says the budget is flexible to some degree but was established and put into place already. If one 
conference is omitted, there would be funding for the summit.  

Sandy will send a note from the meeting next week with the DSU regarding funding.  
 
[notes by Deidre Dockery] 
 


